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THE WAY PEOPLE MOVE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

In the next units you will discover how Technology becomes imbued with 

human hardships. We use to talk about our subject in terms of those who live in a 

Developed Countries, but not everybody have the same opportunities. Facts as 

famine and unemployment are almost solved in Catalonia, but what is happening 

around our comfortable lives? 

Poverty, wars, starvation, unemployment are common in many countries on the 

world. Therefore, while wealth nations are thinking in sending people to Mars, people 

from developing countries just try to survive where they born. For many desperate 

people, migration is the only expectation to run away from misery, to get a better life. 

 During this term we will analyze transport and the way people move. We will 

focus in developing countries and the different systems of transport they use to go 

and fro, focusing on bicycles. 

This optional subject will help you to understand how human necessities make 

Technology improve. As Spanish say, “la necesidad aguza el Ingenio”, (hardship 

sharpen one’s wits), 

By the end of the term you will have to built a raft, as a way to imitated the kind 

of boats people use to escape from their poor lives. 

  



 

1. LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

 
 What learners will be able to do at the end of the lesson?  
 

 To realize that there is poverty in the world and that it affects the way the 

people live, focus on transports 

 To speak in English in a confident way 

 Read and find specific information from different sources including Internet 

 To work in collaboration 

 To handle the tools of the technology lab in a safety way 

 To work autonomously 

 To do an industrial project following the protocols of an Industrial Process 

 To recognize and use vocabulary related to different topics such as 

economics, cooperation and development 

 To use the technical drawing as a way to communicate an idea 

 To construct a model as a really DIY person, being aware of the importance of 

recycling materials 

 Listen and understand other students describing objects, vocabulary, slides… 

 To understand the importance of the Technology as a way to improve our 

standards of life 

  



 

2. CONSIDERING THE BALANCE BETWEEN CONTEXT, 
COGNITION, CULTURE AND LANGUAGE   3 As 

 
1st A Analyse: Language of the theme (content) 
Language demands: Vocabulary areas 
 

 Classroom language: build oral language skills 

 Tools description 

 How it works the tool 

 Comparing the world: wealth and poverty 

 Safety rules: what I need to use if…. 

 Specific vocabulary: Glossary words 

 Antonyms and Synonyms 

 Compound words: handlebars 

 Research and write: What I know, What I want to find out, What I learned 

 
2nd A Add: Language for learning (e.g. Scaffolding strategies for reading and 
understanding a difficult text)  
Grammar 
 

 Present simple 

 Past tenses 

 Future: Analyzing the future scenarios 

 Adjectives 

 Comparisons 

 Sentence structure 

 Modal verbs Instructions in the Technology-lab 

 Prepositions of place (descriptions) 

 
3rd A Apply/Assure: Language through learning. The language emerge through the 
learning context. The content and the language will be integrated. 
 
Cognitive demands The students will be working out different skills (listen, 
speak, read and write): 

 Organizing vocabulary in a coherent way: glossary words  

 Describing the tools of the technology-lab 

 Describing the different components of a bicycle 

 Understanding that some physical phenomena are easily observable 

 Observing how parts of a bike can create motion 

 Getting information about the Evolution of transport, focus on bicycle 



 Exchanging information 

 Present their own learning material: Memory, Technical drawings, cards… 

 

3. SELECTING KEY TEXTS AND MATERIALS 
 
Collecting resources 
 

 To satisfy syllabus demands, refer to national curriculum and books in Catalan 

for brain storming and ideas  

 ICT 

 Realia/ authentic documents 

 
Preparing resources: 
 

 Making decisions regarding the suitability of the L2 resources in terms of 

appropriacy of cognitive level and language level. 

  Using the Cumming’s Matrix. From low cognitive demands to high cognitive 

demands. In some topics such as Technical Drawings they will have some 

previous knowledge. These will help them to begin the project in a medium 

cognitive (constructivism) demands and as a teachers will have to encourage 

them to achieve the higher cognitive demands for their level. 

 Making decisions regarding text modification (simplification or amplification.  

 Making decisions regarding the amount of scaffolding. This affects the types of 

tasks used 

 Final audit linking materials/resources to the task types and their relative 

objectives 

 
Monitoring and evaluation 
 

 Ongoing during the teaching. At the same time the students will be assessed 

in class evaluating the effectiveness of materials in assisting the achievement 

of learning outcomes 

 Create a data base of effective materials according the collaborative  demands 

of CRLE (Centre de Recursos de Llengües Estrangeres de la Generalitat de 

Catalunya) with the teachers involved in CLIL Projects. 

 
  



4. Timing 
 

The project is divided into 8 units. The table below will show you the structure of every 

unit. Total hours: 35 

THE WAY THE PEOPLE MOVE 
 

UNIT 1 EVOLUTION OF TRANSPORT 

TOTAL TIMING 4 H 
CONTENTS Session 

 The way people move. Introduction 1 

 The evolution of transport through the years. Pre-knowledge 
vocabulary  

1 

 Evolution of transport 2 

 Poverty, migration and transport, key words: Cultural implications.  3 

 Nina Simone 3 

 Communication: Contractions 3 

 Communication: Video The evolution of transport in inland 
northwest 

4 

  

TASKS  

 Pre-knowledge vocabulary. Drag the following pictures 1 

 Evolution of transport. Playing cards 2 

 Writing skills, Reading & Speaking: follow the pattern and find the 
correct the  correct one  to find out which cards have your fellows 

2 

 Writing skills, Reading & Speaking: Key words. Translate them into 
Catalan and doing your best try to draw them 

2 

 Listening a song: Ain’t got no life.  3 

 Writing skills, Reading & Speaking: Write a short story using the 
words provided to fill the gaps 

3 

 Writing skills, Reading & Speaking: Answer the following questions 3 

 Communication: How many contractions can you find? 4 

 True or false. Ways of transport by land 4 

 
* Because we are using CLIL methodology, although in some units we will focus on English 
as a language, most of the time students will learn contents through the medium of  English. 
This is often particularly rewarding where there is a direct overlap between the foreign 
language and the content subject  
  



UNIT 2  INFRASTRUTURE AND MEANS OF TRANSPORT IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

TOTAL TIMING 3 H 

CONTENTS SESSION 

 Reading: The lack of infrastructures in Africa. Infrastructure, 
definition 

5 

 Contents and culture: Trans-African Highway network 5 

 Communication and culture:   Counting in Swahili from one to 
ten 

5 

 Contents and culture: World electricity consumption 2005-2007 5 

 Poverty in developing countries. One planet several worlds 5 

 Looking some pictures related with poverty 6 

 Is migration a problem? 6 

  

TASKS  

 Communication: Jumble words 4 

 Writing: Use the words provided and write a sentence 4 

 Analyzing graphics. Answer the following questions 5 

 Fill the table: List of transports 5 

 Answer the following questions related with poverty 6 

 Echoing exercises: promoting empathy 6 

 Is migration a problem? Which is your opinion? 6 

 
  



UNIT 3 THE EVOLUTION OF TRANSPORT. BICYCLE, 
HISTORICAL OUTLINE                                                                  

TOTAL TIMING 4 H 

CONTENTS SESSION 

 The first wheel. Moment of force 7 

 Video: folding a bike (1’ 05”) 7 

 Video: How to fold a bike (1’32”) 7 

 Reading: Bicycle, historical outline 10’ 7 

 Video: Bicycles and wheelchairs: a short history (3’30”) 7 

 Audio: (Contents, communication) : Leonardo’s bike (3’31”) 8 

 Reading .Who has done it? Leonardo’s bicycle.  9 

 The evolution of transport. Bicycle, historical outline 10 

  

TASKS  

 Pre-reading. Inventions related with transports. Working in pairs 
15’ 

7 

 Find 5 types of wheels in or on your car and fill the list 5’ 7 

 Fill the gaps with one of the following words 8 

 Communication: Leonardo’s bike. Dividing the class in groups. 
How it ends your text? 

8 

 Web quest. The evolution of transport. The Leonardo’s bike 9 

 Communication: Playing cards. The evolution of transport. 
Bicycle, historical outline 

10 

 

UNIT 4 THE BICYCLE AND ITS COMPONDS   TIMING :    

TOTAL TIMING 4 H 
CONTENTS SESSION 

 Video: La bicicleta. Components i relació de transmissió. 3’30”. 
(from videoteca xtec in Catalan) 

11 

 Key words. Communication. The bicycle and its componds 11 

 Assesment. Label Bicycle Diagram 12 

 Assesment. Transport and travel 12 

TASKS  

Game play: Memory card game 11 

 
  



 

UNIT 5 THE PENNY FARTHING AND THE VELOCITY RATIO   
TIMING :   6h 

CONTENTS SESSION 

 Reading: a bicycle called Penny-Farthing. 15’ 16 

 Culture: Did you know it? Gear ratio or velocity ratio 16 

 The gear ratio 17 

 How to calculate the gear ratio 17 

  

TASKS  

 Writing skills, Reading & Speaking: Answer the following 
questions 

16 

 Choose the appropriate key word: gear ratio, sprocket, chain, 
pulleys 

17 

 Calculation. Answer the following questions: the gear ratio 
is… 

17 

 Workshop: the gear ratio. Deduction and Prediction 18/19 

 Workshop: Gears, size and teeth. Deduction and Prediction 20/21 

 Workshop: Gears, size and teeth. Deduction and Prediction 22 

 
 

UNIT 6 THE IMPERIAL SYSTEM VS INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM            
TIMING :    

CONTENTS SESSION 

 Did you know it: Where the word mile comes from 23 

  

TASKS  

 Culture and calculation. How high is… How many miles 23 

 
  



 

UNIT 7. HOW STIFF IS YOUR BIKE 

CONTENTS SESSION 

 How stiff is your bike? 24 

 What is an alloy? 24 

 Advantages and disadvantages of the most common bicycle 
frame materials 

25 

 Key words. 26 

  

TASKS  

 Crossword. Bikes and its compounds 26 

 Assessment. How stiff is your bike? 26 

 

UNIT 8.BUILDING A RAFT                                                           
TIMING :    

CONTENTS SESSION 

 Reading: What is a Raft, Boat people 27 

 Reading: Running away from misery 28 

  

TASK  

 For and against. Key words 29 

 Antonyms and synonyms 29 

 Writing and communication: Making a chronological 
story 

29 

 SOS: we are totally lost 30/31 

 Raft: Designing and building 32/33/34/ 
35 

 

 


